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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
May 7, 1958

To:

All Members of the Faculty

From:

John N. Durrie, Secretary

Subject:

Regular Meeting

The regular monthly meeting of the Faculty will be held
on Tuesday, May 13th, in Mi tchell Ha l l 101, at 4: 00 p . m.
The agenda will include the fol l ow i ng i tems :
1.

Election of a replacement for Pro fess or Ar ms as
member-at-large of the Pol i cy Commi t t ee, 1958-59 .

2.

Amendments to the Constitution of the As sociated
Students.

3.

Presentation of nominations for standing ~ommittees
of the University Faculty, 1958-59 -- Pro f essor Seed
for the Policy Committee. (L i st at tached . )

4.

Restatement of functions for the Commit tee on
Scholarships and Prizes -- Professor Seed f or
the Policy Committee.

5.

Recommendation of a doctoral program i n geology
Vice-President Castetter for the Graduat e Committee .
(Statement attached.)

6.

Recommendation of a Master of Science degree program
in the teaching of science -- Vi ce-Pres id ent Castetter
for the Graduate Committee. (Sta tement a t t ached . )

r

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Faculty Meeting
May 13, 1958
(S1.lll1Dl£l.rized Minutes)
The May 13, 1958, meeting of the University Faculty wo.s called to order
Vice-President Castetter at 4:05 p.m., with a quorum present.

by

It wo.s announced that Professor Bo.sehart had been selected by the
College of Arts and Sciences to be the college representative on the
Policy Committee for 1958-59 during the leave of absence of Professor
A. V. Mo.rtin.
Professor Wollman was elected a·member-o.t-lo.rge of the Policy Committee
to serve for 1958-59 during the leave of absence of Professor Arms.
Vice-President Cnstetter, for the Gro.duo.te Committee, recommended the
establishment of a doctoral progrom in geology. This recommendation
wa.s approved by the Faculty.
On behalf of the Graduate Committee, Vice-President Co.stetter
recoP.IIll.ended the establishment of o. Muster of Science degree progran in
the teaching of science. An amendment by Professor Alexn.nder that

t~ree philosophy courses be included in the list of specific courses
given in item 6 on page 3 of the mimeographed proposal (sent earlier to
nll faculty raenbers) wn.s defeated. Professor A. V. Martin proposed an
anendoent to i ten 7 on page 3, to read o.s follows: "The candidate sho.11
~~t be required to take more courses in education than o.re neede~ fo~
lI:J. to be certified to teach in the secondary schools of New Mexico.
(As originally presented in the nineogro.phed sto.tenent, itera 7 reo.d as
follows: "Every student shall conplete not less than 10 senester hours
of approved course work in professional education. 11 ) The o.nendnent
was defeated.
;;11~.oeeting was adjourned at 6:00 p.n. without o. vote on the original
0 ion in r-ego.rd to the new progra.o.

John N. Durrie, Secretary
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEETING
May 13. 1958
The May 13. 1958, meeting of the University Faculty was called to order by Vice-President Castetter at
4:05 p. m., with a quorum present.
VICE-PRESIDENT CASTETTER Will the meeting please
come to order. The first item on the agenda is the election of a replacement for Professor Arms as member-atlarge of the Policy Committee for 1958-59.
Since the general Faculty election took place only
two months ago. I think we may dispense with the reading
of the duties of the Policy Committee as is generally
done when new members are elected.

Election of
Member-atLarge to
Policy
Connnittee

Either by reason of leave next year or because they
have completed two successive two-year terms within the
~ast two years, certain Faculty members are ineligible
in this election. Their names are listed on the blackboard. You will also find the present membership of the
Policy Committee in the list which was distributed with
the agenda.
Before proceeding with the election, I would like
to announce that Professor Basehart has been chosen by
the College of Arts and Sciences to replace Dr. Martin
as representative of that College on the Policy Committee next year. Dr. Martin will be on leave.
If there is more than one member nominated for the
vacancy, the vote shall by by preferential ballot. Those
who are in charge of the counting of the ballots have
asked that you list all of your nominees alphabetically
indicating your preference by a number preceeding each
name.
We are ready now for nominations.
MEMBER

I nominate Professor

PROFESS~ IVINS
Baughman.

ollman.

I should like to nominate Professor

MEMBER

I move the nominations be closed.

MEMBER

Second the motion .

CASTETTER

rt is moved and seconded that the nomina-

Arts & Science
Representative
on Policy
Committee
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tions be closed. All in favor say "aye.'
motion is carried.

Opposed?

The

MR. DURRIE There will be no need for a preferential
ballot. Just put one name on your ballot.
CASTETTER This probably should come under the hea ing of announcements, but I would like to make it no
since we probably have the maximum number of people present here at this time. ~ome might be leaving later.
We will have a special Faculty meeting two weeks from
today at 4 o'clock. The purpose of this meeting ill be
to enable us to present a proposal which will have to do
with residence credit for lower division off-campus instruction--using Los Alamos as an example. There ill be
sent out to you in advance a written proposal so that you
will have an opportunity to study it before the meeting.

Announc

nt

of Sp ci
M

tin

Now, with the indulgence of the Faculty, I should
like to make some changes in the order of presentation
of items on the agenda. I should like to take up next
numbers 5 and 6, since they are likely to provoke om
discussion and may take some time. So we shall move on
then to number 5, a recommendation for a doctoral program in geology .
Dr . Ried, will you please take over while I pres nt
this proposal.
(WHEREUPON THE Q-IAIR VAS TAKEN OVER BY DR
RIED.)

..,

H

OLD

CASTETTER In the material sent out to you or g·ven
to you today you will find a statement of.the .pr?pos d
doctoral program in geology. I do not think it .is~ cessary to make any comments on the proposal at this time.
Therefore. on behalf of the Graduate Committee I shall
move that this proposal be approved by the general Faculty •
PROFESSOR RIED
PROFESSCR DABNEY
RIED

rs there a second to that motion
I second the motion.

~e are ready for the discussion.

CASTETTER Dr. Northrop is here, and he will be glad
shall, too, if
to answer any questions you have. and I
you care to ask any of me.
IVINS

Question .

Docto

l

Progr
in
Geology
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.

.

RIED
IVINS

That sounds like Dr. Ivins.
I just called for the question.

RIED The question has been called for
Is there any
further discussion? If not. then all thos; in favor of
the_mot!on sig~ify by saying "aye." Opposed "no." The
motion is carried.
CASTETTER The next item is a recommendation for a
Master of Science degree program in the teaching of science. I should like to make a few comments myself on
this program.
Mas~rof

The Graduate Committee for several years has been
Science
concerned with the inadequacy of preparation of seconddegree p ogram
~ry school teachers in their respective fields. This
in the teaching
is especially obvious in the fields of science and mathe- of science
matics, although it also applies in the social sciences,
the humanities. and the languages. perhaps to a lesser
~eg~ee. The proposal presented in the statement which
is in your hands is one of two plans that have been under
C?nsideration by the Graduate Committee. The two plan
aim at improving the quality of preparation of teachers
who are going into secondary school teaching in the State;
a~d these have to do, then, with improving the preparation of these school teachers in their graduate programs.
The second one is in a very early stage of development and will not come to fruition in the current acad7mic year. I might just say in passing that it is also
ai~ed at improvement of the quality of instruction in
this way--the quality of preparation rather. a~d there~y
also the quality of instruction: We have in mind setting
a lower limit for a master's degree in education that
~ill be taken in the person's major field--a lower limit
in science or mathematics or sociology or government or
'Ahatever the field happens to be for which the person is
preparing to teach. We will set a lower limit for the
number of hours that a student will take in such a field
in his master's degree program. This has been discussed
back and forth a little. I have been talking to members
?f !he College of Education about it. We ha~e discusse~
l~ in a preliminary way in the Graduate Committee, and it
will be coming to you sometime in Semester I of next year.
we hope.
Now. with reference to the present proposal. the Grad~ate Committee originally had a considerable !mo~nt of
interest in this problem, so we moved by appointing a
c?mmittee, a special committee not of th~ Gra~uate Committee itself but a committee of the University, to study
this problem ~ith the idea of coming up with a recommen-
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dation or a proposal for improving the quality of pre aration of secondary school teachers.
Professor Riebsomer was named as chairman of this committee by reason of the fact that he has done a considerable amount of work in studying science and mathematics
preparation on the part of high school teachers in th
tate
of New Mexico. He seemed like a very logical person, therefore, to be chairman of such a committee. The names of
the members of the committee are listed in the propo al
here. This special committee has studied the matter for
several months and presented a proposal or recommend tion
to the Graduate Committee . This was discussed at two meetings and the committee approved it. The Graduate ommitte
approved the proposal with some modifications at it last
meeting . It now comes before the general Faculty.
I should like to point out that we plan to ask N tion l
Science Foundation support by way of grants for the carrying on of this project. I believe that we shall without
much difficulty be able to get grants in support of this
program to help subsidize it.
On behalf of the Graduate Committee. then, I should
like to move that the general Faculty approve the proposal
which has been made regarding this new degree. a Maste
of Science in Teaching of Science.
RIED

Is there a second to the motion?

PROFESSOR DOUGLASS
RIED

I second the motion.

Are you ready for the discussion?

CASTETTER Now that it has been moved and seconded,
may I simply ask that Dr . Riebsomer, who was c~airman
of the special committee, take over the answering of que tions on this. I, of course, shall be glad to answer any
questions that I can if you want to direct them to me;
but he is more deeply involved in this then anyone else.
and we would be glad to have him take care of any questions
that may come up along that line.

P OFESSOR DABNEY Mr . Chairman. I should like to op~o~e
the motion on two grounds. First, I beli:ve that the.minimum of 10 hours of course work in professional education
might be too large a minimum for ma~y students ~n top of
the 18-hour prerequisite in profess~onal education. I
would prefer a 6-hour minimum, leaving.some.hours th~t
could be taken in either education or in scie~ce or in l~gic or whatever the student's committee deems it most desirable.
As a second, and more important objection, I would
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like to point out that according to the proposal the student could take 8 hours with graduate credit in freshman
science courses alongside freshmen, and I object to the
giving of graduate credit for freshman work.
PROFESSOR RUSSELL May I ask Dean Castetter how it
is possible to give graduate credit for freshman work?
CASTETTER May I say, first of all, that this is done
in oth er __institutions and the Graduate Committee has the
authority to recommend at least the approval or offering
of graduate credit for whatever courses it sees fit to
do . I would like to have Dr. Riebsomer at this point
discuss this. I believe it is advisable, if you will,
please, Dr. Riebsomer, to tell something of the thinking
of the committee behind this . I should say, however.
that this has the unanimous approval of the Graduate ·ommittee .
RIED

Dr. Riebsomer.

DR. RIEBSOAER I think I should like to answer this
question that Dr. Dabney brought up first. Naturally,
I certainly expected the committee as a whole anticipated
this very question. We talked about it a great deal and
I do believe that the simplest way for me to answer it
runs something like this:
If, five years ago, this same proposal had been
brought before the Faculty, I am reasonably sure I wo~ld
have voted against it; or at least I would have been inclined to. But after visiting a rather large number of
high schools and having studied the training of their
science teachers, the last year being in 1955 and 1956;
and after studying their training in previous yea~s and
after learning what their practical problems are in
obtaining a Master Degree so that t~ey may go_up on the
P~Y scale, I think this suggestion is now entirely defensible .
Supposing you had finished a Bachelor's.Degree, to
be specific, let us say in biology; but during your college work you had not found it possibl~ to take, let us
say, general chemistry or general physics . It now turn
out that your job of teaching is that of gene~al science
~nd you have no chemistry. Now, I ask you this: ~upposing a teacher were called upon to teach ~enera~ sc:ence
~aving had no chemistry, his training being primarily
in biology . How could you arrange reasonably for the
teacher who has this Bachelor's Degree to take our useable graduate courses in chemistry, because he would have
to take at least 20 some hours in chemistry before he
could get into the graduate credit field.
e felt that
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,
.

it is u~reas~nable to ask these people who wrestle with
these kids six or seven hours a day nine months of the
year to ta~e.all of those courses at their own expense
as prerequisites before they can get any credit towards
a Master's degree.
Now. these teachers have been answering this in another way. and I don't blame them for it. They have been
answering this question of obtaining the necessary Master's
degree to go up on the pay scale by taking courses which
are not necessarily related to the teaching of general
science.
I think it is a sort of a twist on our imagination.
It does seem a little weird perhaps to give graduate credit for general chemistry or biology. but I do believe
it is the only practical way that we can get these people
to take the courses they actually need to do the job they
are called upon to do.
I hope that would answer the question.
RUSSELL Isn't it possible to devise courses of graduate quality for which graduate credit would be given in
chemistry and in biology and for which no prerequisite
would be demanded?
RIEBSQ~ER Yes. I think that could be done; but I
think. in fact, what you would end up doing is that you
w~uld end up giving general chemistry or general biology
with a higher number and perhaps another name. At le~st.
you would be giving the main elements of general chemistry
in such a course. In fact, in the Physics Department they
are proposing to do just exactly what y~u have s~ggested.
I think perhaps in certain fields that is defensib~e.
I think it is just as defensible to give Ge~er~l Biol~gy
I and II and General Chemistry I and II as it is to.give
them a course with a new name and a new number and Just
teach them the same principles.
DABNEY
courses?

ouldn't it be possible to give truly graduate

RIEBSQ~ER It depends on what you mean ~y that term.
If you mean in chemistry, for example, to give the material which we would normally give in the gra~uate.courses
for getting the traditional Master's degree in scie~ce
then the answer is no. That might be true of all fields
that I suspect you could approach.
PROFESSOR ALEXANDER I don't want to interrupt this
interchange of discussion between Dr. Dabney and Dr. Riebsomer; but if that is terminated now, I would like to

113
~
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raise another point. I have a statement that I wrote
out h~re. On this point I agree. I think, with Professor Riebsomer that probably facts and circumstances dictate the necessity for allowing credit for lower division
courses; but it is with reluctance that I suggest a proposal concerning this report which I feel I should be
sincerely remiss in my duty to the University if I didn't
do it.
First. I propose that we add to section five after
physics the following words "and certain courses in philosophy specified below, 11 and secondly under item six that
we include Philosophy 55 (Inductive logic and scientific
method), Philosophy 56 (Formal Logic) and Philosophy 115
(Philosophy of Science).
In all fairness I should say that this proposal has
already been presented to the Committee responsible for
the report and that that Committee has rejected the suggestion of the including of any or all of these course.
The reasons in general for this rejection are, I believe,
in the main twofold: (1) that the other courses already
listed are more essential. and (2) that these courses in
~hilosophy are a possible repetition of other work already
included.
Now I find it my duty in the best interest of the
University as I conceive it to take issue with this view
First. it is the general task of philosophy to teach an
approach to any area of knowledge in which there is a
serious and concerted effort to discover the nature of
un~erlying assumptions. Secondly, it is ~he tas~ ~f
philosophy to accept hypothetically certain promising
key ideas or perspectives with regard to the nature and
meaning of an area of knowledge and to develop or explore
the consequences of these ideas; a~d third~y it is the
task of philosophy to seek larger integrations to the
7xtent of one's ability. The philosopher is ~n expert
in his own right. namely in the area of ~tudyin~ the
form. the development and the interrelating of ideas and
fundamental meanings. While it is undoubtedly the case
that the teacher of philosophy is not the only member of
a faculty concerned with these matters, that they are
followed up to a point by all of us. and that all.of ~s
must to some extent be our own philosophers,_I_think_it
would be a biased and unfair position, a position which
I am sure the majority of us do not hold, to assume that
the teacher of philosophy has no special service to render
for which he is especially qualified.
fuy is it, for example, that one normally turns to
the philosopher where questions of conceptual structure.
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..
of meanings. and of larger significances are involved
Is it not that a certain familiarity and experience in
thes 7 are~s has given to him a significant advantage in
d~aling wit~ them? At least. I find my colleagues in the
field of philosophy, and especially in the field of philosphy of science (which is the critical area of shortage
within our discipline) are being much sought after on
other campuses for their services. In this connection
I should like to cite the highly appreciative statement
of one of our own faculty members concerning the centrally
important role played by the philosophers who were on campus last summer for the Inter-Disciplinary Approach in the
Behavioral Sciences.
Now let me return to my proposal here and to the specific reasons for it. We are being asked to approve
special degree--the Master of Science in Teaching of Science. Presumably the individuals for whom this degree
is intended will be teachers--science teachers at the
secondary level. For these people even more than forthe
specialist and researcher in a certain area of scienc,
it should be of first-rate importance to know the techniques of concept formation, structure and development.
the extremely important sense of the appropriate relationships between ideas and "facts", not that such individuals
would be expected to teach epistemology as such in the
high school, but that his own adequate understanding of
the nature and meaning of science demands this.
ne could
hardly deny the proposition that the better general grasp
a teacher has of his own field both regard to its own
intrinsic nature and in relation to other fields, the
better teacher he will be at any level.
I should like to defend each of the courses I have
proposed separately. but I do not wish t~ ta~ your.indulgence further. Let me just say that Log1 7• 1nduct~ve and
formal is a subject now seriously tau~ht in.ma~y high
schools the world over. In its techniques it is no more
d~fficult than algebra or geometry. but in its overall
~iew of rational processes it is basi 7 to an understan~ing of mathematics itself and to the important role ~hich
the latter plays in the fields of science today •. Philosophy of Science, is a provocative ~nd_chal~eng~ng_study
of the basic conceptual frameworks within wh 7ch it is
necessary for a science to function. I 7u~mit that these
courses are neither peripheral nor repetitive. but that
th:Y should be the very core and foundati~n of any co~scientious and well developed study of science. especially
for teachers of science.
I would like to move an amendment that t~e cour:es
that I have mentioned, Philosophy 55 (Inductive logic and
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sc~entific method)! Philosophy 56 (Formal Logic) and
Philo~ophy 115 (~h~losophy of Science) be included in
the list of specific courses under item six of the mimeographed proposal.
PROFESSOR CLARK
RIED

I second the amendment.

Any discussion?

RIEBSQIAER Mr. Chairman, I think I have already indicated to Professor Alexander about all I really know, an
he has already repeated it for me. I can't help but feel
that we have a situation here, of course, which is neither
blackO)r white; and I am not suggesting that philosophy
courses are black in making that statement. There certainly is some merit in the suggestion. However, I suspect that in general and I believe the feeling of the
committee was that with a program which is already rather
full I think to some extent possibly--and I know this is
open to debate--this might to some extent defeat the purpose some of us had in mind in getting the basic facts
and principles and the elements of science in the minds
of these people so that they could quickly pass them on.
Another factor. and someone has already mentioned this,
I think, that perhaps all of us teaching these courses in
science certainly bring in some concept of logic, something
of the history of science and something of the philosophy
of it. I do believe there would be a tendency to duplica~io~ if we accept this amendment. I don't believe that
it is an improper suggestion at all, Professor Alexander.
I feel, though, that for the best interest of the people
we have in mind and for the jobs they have to do that 1
must confess that I would prefer to see the amendment defeated.
ALEXANDER In respect to that I think I have said everyt~ing I need to say in favor of the amendment. I.would
like to repeat, however, in answer to Professor Ri:bsomer
that I must disagree wholeheartedly with both of.his contentions· namely that r don't think this would in anyway
detract from the' concepts of the material presented to
th:se prospective teachers. And in the second place I
thi~k it would help them a great deal ~o~e than he seem~
to imagine if they had the type of training that I mentioned.
Also~ I believe these are not the superfluous.courses. but
rather would constitute, indeed, the very ?asic core of any
such program. I don't believe they could in any sense be
regarded as nonessential courses.
DOUGLASS Question. iouldn 't this be repetitive of
some of the content that should be in that 10 hours of
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education?
DEAN TRAVELSTEAD I might attempt to answer that.
We discussed this in the committee. I would say the 10
hours of educational courses in the proposal would be in
part a joint seminar conducted by the various departments
and the people in the College of Education.
Another phase of this in the College of Education would
be the student-teaching experience, and I would say, Professor Douglass, the way Dr. Alexander has described this
is not what we had in mind in professional education courses.
e would not be attempting to establish concepts in science
and about science in the way he has described it. I think
~hat would not be repeated necessarily and maybe not at all
in our professional education courses.
PROFESSOR REEVE Mr . Chairman, I think one of the unfortunate points about this proposed degree is that we are
trying to conform to a State school policy whereby teachers
get an increase in salary for advanced degrees. I assume
that when that requirement was established a number of
years ago that the education people in the State were thinking of the degrees as we have been giving them. What these
school teachers need now is more knowledge of science.
~hey don't need a Master 's degree. They can take courses
in sciences and the public school administrators can pay
salary increases for additional graduate work simply by
changing their own regulations.
.
Now, what has happened or is about to happen is that
instead of the University fixing the contents of our
advanced degrees or of our B.A. degr~e for that m~t~er,
we are being dictated to by the public school administrators with their rule that salary increases are attached
to advanced degrees. I don't think we should allow that
to come about.
Now, the other angle to this proposed degree, as I
gather it, is to prepare students better in the subject
of science. I don't see why we need more courses in
education. IVhat Sputnik drove into our he~d wa: we.ne~d
more physics and math and so forth. I do~ t . thin~ it is
al~ in our head, really. For additional insight into the
philosophy of American education, for exam~le, we have .
Education 141 which provides for us emphasis on the social
and philosophical aspects of the history of secondary
schools. The course Education 101 provides.for! I suppose.
similiar insight into the history o~ education i~ Europe;
and the course 102 emphasizes the history and philosophy
of American education.
Now, if we could strike out the course in education
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and concentrate on science, we might be able to offer
this Master's degree in the interest of National Defense.
CLARK

O,.lestion on the amendment.

RIED The question on the amendment has been called for.
Any further discussion? Do you understand the amendment?
Would you like to have it repeated?
Would you please repeat it, Professor Alexander?
ALEXANDER The amendment was simply that we include
three courses in philosophy--or if this fails, I shall
move that we include only one of them--and those are Philosophy 55, Philosophy 56, both of which are included
here at some reluctance on my part because the committee
has already included lower division courses and were it
not for that I would have been against including lower
division courses myself . But I believe these are justifiable to the same extent and slightly more so than math matics because the foundations of mathematics are included
in the concepts of inductive and formal logic •
. The course in Philosophy of Science is an upper division course of high respectability in this whole program.
and I believe it should be included in any program in
which the student is a prospective teacher of science.
I propose we include those three courses by rewording
Section 5 to add "courses in philosophy specified below:"
RIED Those in favor of the amendment as just stated
please signify by saying "aye . " Opposed, "no.M The
motion is lost.
CLARK Mr . Chairman, I understand Professor Alexander
has another amendment but I would like to ask Profe or
Riebsomer a question in the interim . Perhaps the committee has anticipated this . I am really interested in.whet~er or not they thought about it . Would it be pos~ible
without altering the arrangement of courses to require
these people to take Biology I or II or Chemistry I or II
or Geology I or II without credit so far as graduate
credit is concerned but with credit at least for attendance and thereby reducing by that n~mber of hou~s the
number of hours required for professional education?
That is , it would reduce by 4 the numbe~ of ho~rs re ir d
a~d then would require only 6 in education . Did the committee take this up?
RIEBSCMER I don't believe we considered that possible
variation of the program . I think probably the best answer to your question is that these teacher are cro ed
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pretty hard year after year, if you really know what thy
have to do. I don't think they would buy a program in
which they spend their money and their time and th ir
effort to go to summer school for which they don't get
any c~edit, and I don't think I would blame them. The
practical answer to your question is that if we do not
move somewhat in the direction as suggested here these
~eople will continue to do what they have been d~ing and
in effect that is not getting more training which they
need. I am afraid that that is a practical situation,
whether it is good or bad being beside the point •
. CLARK Mr. Chairman, may I say the only reason I ask d
this question is that Dr. Castetter indicated that possibly
there would be some Foundation assistance for this program;
and if there is Foundation assistance, wouldn't it be fair
to require these people to take courses and have some control over the curriculum and not feel we are doing them
a big favor. There are courses on this campus in which
people get credit for attendance. They are expected to
understand the subject matter . A freshman biology course
might be a prerequisite to another higher division course.
I think this offers some opportunity to improve the whole
curriculum.
RIEBS<lv\ER
merit.

Certainly your argument is not without

PROFESSOR ~ICKER I would like to point out one or
two things about the debate so far . First of all, on
this question which Professor Clark just mentioned and
with reference to Professor Dabney's remarks about giving graduate credit for lower division work. I might say
when a student transfers into this University for a Master ' s degree in English and he hasn't had the courses we
re9uire for his undergraduate major in English. w: ~e:
quire him to take them. Even if they are upper division
courses , he gets no credit for them . For example, we
require Chaucer and Middle English. Our program has
changed now, but over the past years we have re~~red
students to take as many as 12 hours of prerequisites before he could get any graduate cre~it at a~l. The argument which was just made that we give chemistry of ~he
graduate level to these people who haven'; had ch:mistry
I ~hink is best solved by Professor Cla~k s ~elution
which is a good solution. The whole obJe 7t is to make
better science teachers . All right, require them ~o take
General Chemistry but why give them graduate credit for
taking Chemistry j and II? I think this is lowering our
standards and 1 think it was overlooked in Professor Alexander ' s argument that these are not requ~red courses • .
There is an option . There is a very serious weakness in
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this Secti?n 6 tha~ a.student could spread out his hours
over the fie~d until it would be meaningless and he would
have.no particular good knowledge of anything. I couldn't
possibly vote for this proposal and I hope a great many will
vote against it for the same reasons I do. And speaking
now about Paragraph 3 on Page 3, this says that the degree
shall, ~ike th: p~esent Plan II Degree Program, require
no thesis. This makes no provision for Plan • ,le have
both Plan I and Plan II. The English Department does not
even ~ave Plan ~I. All students in English are required
to write a thesis approved by the committee.
Also I object to Section 4 which says that Foreign
Lan~uage preparation shall not be required. It is a regulation of the Graduate School that Foreign Language is
required unless excepted.
Let me recapitulate. I don't like the omission of the
thesis. I don't like the barring of Foreign Language.
would like to have some definition of "concentration of
one Science or two Sciences". and I would not like to see
graduate credit given for Chemistry I and II or Biology I
and II or Geology I and II. I think this is ridiculous.
It is even worse than ridiculous. I don't think Professor
Riebsomer's arguments meet at all. If he needs it. let
him take it. Finally the philosophy courses, which do
provide a foundation in theory for all science, ought to
be included as optional.
IVINS I am not particularly interested in ~iring my
preferences or likes or dislikes, but I would like to
throw a little light on the point of vi~w of the.Colleg
of Education in this matter. I would like to point out
~n the first place that we have degrees. Master's degrees
in Education, and I might almost say we have what coul~
be considered to be a sufficiency of Master's degrees in
th~ College of Education. But our reasons for co-o~erating in this matter with this committee are essentially
the same as the reasons that the chairmen of the severa~
sc~ence departments have; namely. tha~ although we realize
this proposed program is a rather radic~l departure ~rom
convention, we also realize the need which was explained
by Chairman Riebsomer.
We have no different motives in participating in th~s
pr?ject th n any of the other pe~ple ~nvolved, and.I think
this is a fair statement. Now. in this debate I might add
that we are not ashamed of this proposed program. We
th~nk it . is a program that is designed to meet~ nee~ that
exists and it is a conscionable matter. Two ma~n point~
seem to have emerged. One of them is the questi~n ?f giving graduate credit for Freshmen courses. and this is a
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point upon which we of education should not comment since
no education courses are involved.
But the second point in the debate has to do with the
question of whether or not it is respectable to put any
education courses in this program; and in that connection
I should like to suggest that I think there are two very
good reasons why there need legitimately be included a
modest amount of preparation in education. The first
of these reasons is because the degree. at the express
request of the committee, would be a degree in education.
The second reason is that it is entirely conceivable that
some of the people who might participate in this program
might not be qualified for a standard certification in
the State of New Mexico. This would make it possible to
obtain that certification.
S.E~MITH I want to say that the people who come to our
Department are looking for jobs and they will do almost
anything to qualify for those jobs; but those people in
high school have a job; and the problem we have is to
get those people in high school who are teaching these
pupils science to know something about what they are doing . I think the main issue here is whether we really
have a national crisis on this. Do we really need more
science for our national existence? There is an urgent
crisis in the Nation or else our scientists are all just
barking up a tree, and there certainly is a crisis in
high schools as far as meeting the necessary qualifications for good science teachers is concerned . There is
nothing to be feared about recruiting all of the students
in high school for science . A great many of the students
could not do science even if they tried; but to g 7t t~e
pe?ple who do have the ability and to start them in w7th
science early in school would be worth a lot to.them 7n
trying to take it after they have gone fa~ther in their
education and do not know anything about it .
I might say if you added frivols to a course to meet
graduate standards then that of course, could make the
teacher in high school of no 1 value whatever in his po~ition in the high school. r think you will have to bribe-I r eally think this is the idea--a great.many of the teachers in high school because they are doing good work
coaching or something else; and s~nce . they have a pretty
good opinion of themselves they will Just get the M.A.
degree and they are not going to take any courses tha~
Will make them better teachers of science. ~ don't.like
the idea of a teacher getting credit for_b~sic ?hemis~ry _
~ut we are trying to meet an existing crisis which exists
in our country .
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PROFESSOR PARISH Dr . Ried., I have a few questions
here that I would like to get some information on. This
program I do not believe was properly presented to the
~aculty. I think Dr. Riebso~er can answer these questions
in short order and l would simply like to get some info mation before I make up my mind and before I proceed with
my argument.
First., Dr . Riebsomer., in lb what does the wording
"Substantial amount of Science" mean?
RlEBSav1ER In parentheses it is suggested that it be
a standard college major or approximately the equivalent.
I suppose that would mean normally 25 hours or better.
PARISH Would a Bachelor's Degree in Education from
the University of New Mexico be sufficient?
RIEBSCMER I think perhaps I need some help on thi
point. Dean Travelstead., would you answer that question
TRAVELSTEAD Only if this person had had a scienceteaching major at this level.
PARISH
Degree?

You have a Bachelor of Science in Education

TRAVELSTEAD We have two situations on this degr e.
One is composite 51 hours of science in several fields.
~he other one is a particular field of.science as a pecial teaching major and not as a composit~. ~ome ?four
people have had the full departmental maJor in sci 7nce
or approximately so. We thought those persons having 25
or 30 hours in chemistry or biology should be allowed to
st~rt this program and then build up the Bachelor of
Science Degree.
PARISH would you accept a Bachelor of.Science Degree
in Education as enough prerequisite for this degree?
TRAVELSTEAD

Not unless they met these requirements.

PARISH All you say is that you require.a sub~tantial
a~ount of science. Is not a Bachelor of Science in Education a substantial amount of science?
TRAVELSTEAD The way the term "Bachelor of
is used is more loosely used than that.

cience"

PARISH I expect that part of the emergency has already been created., then. Is the 18 semester hours in
Education arrived at because this is required for teacher
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certification?
RIEBSa.AER

That is the minimum.

TRAVELSTEAD This was for the people who would be
entering this program.
not?

PARISH

The lowest amount you require is 21, is it

TRAVELSTEAD
in school.

These persons are not the persons now

PARISH I think the wording of point 5 is not what
you mean. "Not less than 24 semester hours of the course
work shall be in courses in astronomy, biology, chemistry,
geology, mathematics, and physics."
I guess you would mean he would have something in all
of them, is that right?
II

RIEBSOAER
or II• u or u •
PARISH

To be very careful we should say "or", "or",

At least one

11

or 11 , I would think.

hat is meant by "special laboratory instructions or
11specially instructed 11 7
TRAVELSTEAD I think we had in mind there, Professor
Parish, that these people would not, say, in general chemistry be run through the usual routine laboratories.
e
would attempt to find what experience or backgr~und they
had and then assign them experiments or work which would
improve those people over and above what ~hey mi~ht normally get in the freshman course. Maybe if we find that
they don't have that background, what they need is what
we do in Chemistry I lab.
PARISH
out.

There is no specific plan on this?

TRAVELSTEAD

I don't think we intended to spell that

I

PARISH Does Education 156 ordinarily receive graduate credit?
TRAVELSTEAD
PARISH

No.

It will under this plan?

TRAVELSTEAD

Yes.
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PARISH

Would it receive credit elsewhere?

TRAVELSTEAD
PARISH

What do you mean by elsewhere?

I mean in your other graduate work.

TRAVELSTEAD No. this is a provision as described
for this particular program.
PARISH Education 156 is practice teaching, and 1
think this Faculty has frowned on that as graduate work
in the past. What does "mutually agreeable" mean in
point 10? Does this mean with the College of Arts and
Sciences or with the College of Education or what?
RIEBS(.MER I think the Dean could answer that more
satisfactorily than I. Would you care to answer that,
Chester?
TRAVELSTEAD I think the word "mutually is probably
misused there, I don't think it was meant--and it certainly wasn't from our standpoint--as a veto privileg.
I think it would mean this group helping to carry the
~rogram out. any of these departments involved, including the College of Education or these other departm nts.
I would say. rather than mutual on the part of any of
the departments. I think the word "mutual" was not us d
as well as it should have been there.
PARISH Would this mean a majority vote would decide
in the future? What would be the result of this?
.
TRJ\VELSTE.l\l) This question you asked wa~ ~o~ posed
in the committee. We haven't met that possibility. ye
came to an agreement in the committee, and I suppose in
the same way we might come to an agre~ment two years
!ro~ now that any one of the parties involved might feel
:tis not carrying out the proposed.pu~pose and suggest
it be discontinued . I imagine a maJority vote of the
group involved would vote on that.
PARISH Dr . Riebsomer. was any other area explo~ed
that might give us an opportunity . to 9:t these re~irements without submitting to the dictation of outside
agencies?
RIEBSa\ER

No.

PARISH I presume it could be done faster if e put
a barrier in the way of giving these people credit for
graduate courses .
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Well, I do~•t know. This degree is an expedient degree, and I think everybody so admits. It is expedient
because of an emergency that has been put before us. The
eme~gency, as.stated, is that teachers are inadequately
trained in science, and I am sure that is true. However,
the emergency has also been placed upon us because the
Boards of Education have passed the rules of which Dr.
Reeve has spoken and we have decided we will abide by
them. The emergency has also been created because for
years the Bachelor of Science Degree in education has
not required an adequate amount of science, and I gather
Dr. Travelstead thinks this may be true in that there
are cases apparently where they do not accept the Bachelor of Science in Education as the full prerequisite for
this Master of Science degree. This is true also because
?f the way it is worded. It requires 51 hours of science
in the required groups of science. Math is not included
at all so that any students who get any math in this degree would have to do so by electives. They must take
12 hours in each of three fields selected from six fields,
I believe, one of which is Naval Science. Naval Science,
any student in the University may take without any prerequisite in math whatsoever, whether they are in the
ROTC or not. So it is perfectly possible that the Bachelor of Science Degree would be given in Education without an hour of mathematics. Furthermore, it is perfectly
possible for two areas of science to be selected in which
12 hours are taken at the lower division level--almost
has to be. The other 12 hours can be put in Naval Science
and all the 15 electives can be taken in Naval Science
~o the 21 hours may not even be in basic science and will
include no mathematics.
Now, I submit that part of the emergency which is
on us is our own fault in not preparing teachers ad 7quately at the undergraduate level. Secondly, and in .
~he.graduate program that has be:n presented to.us again
it is perfectly possible to continue and get ~his Master
of Science degree without an hour of math:mati~s. Even
the Physics Department has three courses in which I have
great confidence._,, but they will not have to have any
m~thematics to take this physics. They.can arrange v7r~
nicely to take 24 hours of science all in the lower division. They may not even have to take physics. Of course,
they can take 6 hours of astronomy. and will, be~ause
astronomy was not included in the Bachelor of Science
degree at all and they have not had it and t~ey h~ve taken
the sophomore courses, and Dr. LaPaz has defined it as a
course which does not require any great amount of mathematics or science.
I think we may not understand that we are actually

.'~
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proposing to give a graduate degree to people who hav
never had an upper division course, according to th
catalogue.
RIED

Dr. Ivins?

IVINS I should like to correct two misstatements
of facts and one error in interpretation. In the fir t
place it is not possible to earn 27 semester hours of
credit in Naval Science because the total curriculum
includes 24 . The second error of fact is that the Bachelor of Science in Education is not limited to the fields
of science . The error in misinterpretation is with respect to whether or not a student in this program would
take physics . I can assure you that the fact that th
State Board of Education has ruled that after 1960 any
teacher of general science must have a minimum of 8
semester hours in physics was discussed in the committe
that any student who came into this program expressing
an intention to continue as a general science teacher
would be advised to take physics .
DABNEY May I agree with the point the Profes or
made not this time but the last time he spoke when he
said it was entirely possible that some of the student
d~ring this program might need more courses in profe sional education . I can see certainly some might. But
this requires they all take 10 hours and I can easily
see they would all not need 10 hours of education.
DR. S. E. SMITH I have had some immediate acquaintance with the problem which has brought about this proposal over the last ten years, partly through my in ere~t in science and partly through my exten~ive co~tact
with _the public schools . We have been having a ~1~1~
~ay in college circles in the last few months cr1tic1zing the quality of the product which come~ to us_from
the public school . Those of us in the science fields
have been critical for a long. long time of that same
~roduct . This has been typed as an eme:gency. There
:s ~othing new about this situation . High scho~l and
~unior high school students have been taught science
inadequately by inadequately prepared teachers for longer ~han anybody can remember • . The re~son these very
basic courses are in this curriculum is because these
are precisely the courses some of these teac~ers need~
They are the level at which they have to begin to train.
ie say it is our fault . Mr. Parish says it is bec~us
we have not had adequately prepared teachers of science
in the schools .
e have prepared virtual~y no _people
for science teaching in the schools. It 1s being taught
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in the schools by retreads who have received their training i~ some ot~er fields and who have to get into the
teaching of science because there aren't enough science
teachers to go around. The physics teachers have virtually_been drained out of the public school systems. The
chemistry teachers have been drained out of the public
school systems. Now, this proposal is shocking to me,
too. The idea of giving graduate credit for freshman
courses is really appalling. and yet I do have a warm
concern for the basic problem that in order to advance
on the pay scale these under-paid teachers must earn
graduate degrees. This sounds odd to me here to hear
it proposed that Boards of Education are to ignore the
requirement of degrees. Perhaps by the same token the
University should ignore the Ph.D. as a requirement for
teachers in certain areas. It is just as logical a proposal.
Now, what has been happening is this, that teachers
needing more science, perhaps wanting it very much, feeling inadequate to their duties, are coming to the summer
sessions of the colleges seeking graduate courses to help
them in the subject matter fields. They find them, but
they find also that in order to take those courses they
need anywhere from 10 to 20 hours of undergraduate prerequisites which they have not had. To expect them to
put in summer school after expensive summer school in
preparation without credit towards a degree in order to
get undergraduate prerequisites is asking too much of
human nature. So what do they do? They take courses
in secondary administration and typically you will.find
more hours in secondary administration on the dossie~
of the science teachers in public schools than you will
find hours in science courses. This is a sad state of
affairs and it is this problem we asked to confron~.
I think it is desperately urgent that we do something.
PROFESSOR WELLCK I was wondering v/ny the spo~sors
of the program haven't taken the trouble to explain
what Physics 153 and 154 are. They are not in.the catalogue. If they are, I think it is really Phys 7cs 11
and 12. If so, why not number them 11 and 12 instead
of giving them the upper division course numbers?
PROFESSCR REGNER These courses 153 and 154 are not
listed. 155 is !lsted. The proposal to have these ~h~ee
courses introduced into this program without prerequisite
extends from experience in the Physic~ Depart~ent throughout the last three summers in the National Science Foundation, the sponsored institution, where we had the task 0 ~
training more or less high school teachers to teach physics.

,~

'
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Our experience has been that it is not adequ e to
teach . physics on a lower level as 11 and 12 are b
taught in college to these high school teachers.
not possible. not because the high school teacher
able to take it, but it is not possible becau e th v r·ous teachers have different background~ One has tote ch
them in the same way as Dr. Riebsomer has said.
ome of
them will be advanced in algebra and trig and o
r
quite capable of advanced work but lack training in o
of the fields . They have had these subjects and they
can be asked to brush up on these subjects in short order which is not something you can expect from tho e
usually enrolled in a freshman course.

•

(\

We proposed to expand our course number 155 in which
we have had three years of experience into a sequ nc of
three courses, 153. 154. and 155. These courses wold
cover the field of physics from an advanced point of
view, from the point of view of a teacher who ha h d
experience in teaching science at least in som field •
They would be taught mainly to a man who has had
d gree and is therefore capable of looking at scienc f om
an entirely different point of view than that in hich
a freshman looks at it. This is the reason for
ying
that we want to give these three courses, four hour
apiece, on the graduate level, and i t is not ht
S,fUld teach a regular sequence ~f sophomo: phy~ic
a freshman physics course on this level with th
n
r.
It is an entirely different problem.
I would want to add that this attitude would
stem from considering these high school teach r
mn
who have a degree to whom you can give gradua
ork
rather than just substituting a different number.
o,
~ would also want to say that a graduate cred~t cou s
is one which builds on undergraduate preparation~
matter of principle, and I don't believe that ~t1o~al
ecurity is helped by destroying a degree.
am u 1n
the wor ds that Dr . Reeve used before this afternoon.
CLARK
RIED

I move to table the motion.
Dr . Scholes .

ICKER Just a moment .
privileged motion .
RIED

The motion to tabl

is

I have recognized Dr . Scholes.

1 ICKER
I declare there is a misuse of the chai •
The Chairman has a great deal of discretion but not to
that extent . His business is to facilitate th
c ion
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of the body •
. . RIED You are right. The chair is here merely presiding to.do what.the organization wants done. Therefore •. 1 wi~l submit to whatever action the Faculty wishes
at this point.
MEMBER Mr. Chairma~, Dr. Scholes.has actually asked
for recognition three times before this motion was made.
CLARK And I tried to get it four times, but I finally gave up.
DEAN SORRELL The motion is to appeal from a decision
of the chair, if that is what Dr . Wicker wants.
RIED There is a motion to appeal from the decision
of the chair.
CLARK Mr. Chairman, I will withdraw my motion.
RIED

Dr. Scholes?

PROFESSOR SCHOLES Actually, I don't have very much
to say . I have listened to this proposal and debate
with considerable interest, and I have come to the conclusion that there is a serious situation with regard
to the preparation of high school teachers of science.
I might characterize much of what has been said and also
something said to me by members of the committee who prepared this as a kind of general confession of past faults
and past sins, and all of us bear or have some of the
responsibility . But I must also say that a good deal of
what has been brought out this afternoon seems to me to
represent a council of despair •

. . te are asked to approve this program maybe because
it is better than nothing. One of my beloved colleagues
used the words "bribe teachers to study science . " I
don ' t believe we should be asked to approve a program
as a mere expedient to do something, nor ~o I think that
we should be asked to mitigate our past sins ~nd east
faults by the a~tion of this proposal . In it, in my
opinion, there
embraced new academic sins and new
academic faults which I certainly cannot approve .
RIED

The chair recognizes Professor Clark .

CLARK Mr . Chairman, r want to make the same mot~on
that I made before, but I want to make a state~ent first.
~ came over here in favor of this program not in the
in~erest of>{ational .,defense, but because we need.mor 7
science teachers in our high schools. _But; was ~ntrigued by one word here, the word "experiment . This pro-
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gram should be conducted as an experiment, it has been
sugg 7sted. Maybe I am too.much in favor of experimenting,
but it seems to me that this is a situation in which we
could do some experimenting . After this discussion I
am more in doubt now then ever; and, therefore I should
like to move to table this motion.
•
RIED

There is a motion to table the main motion.

VERNON

I second the motion.

RIED Those in favor of tabling the main motion
signify by saying "aye." Opposed? The chair is in doubt.
ill you please raise your hands if you are in favor of
tabling the motion?
~R. DU
motion.

IE

Thirty-eight in favor of tabling the

RIED Those opposed to the motion signify by raising
your hands?
~R. DURRIE
RIED

Forty-two against tabling the motion.

The motion to table is lost.

PROFESSOR A. V. MARTIN Mr . Chairman, I was very
much impressed by the comments of Dr. Scholes and I can
also understand clearly the position taken by Dr. Ivi~s
when he first rose to talk and also by Dr. Sherman Smith.
I think that there are very typical conflicts involved
here, and I believe that I could reluctantly vote for
this proposal if three amendments were accepted, and~
~ctually believe these would go a aoo~ ways toward bringing about the bridging of the vie~po1nts of these people.
.
RIED Dr. Martin, would you like to discuss the three
ideas before you make the motion to amend?
j~iARTIN All right. I will discuss the three i~eas
and then make my first proposed amendment. Dr . Ivins
gave two points consisting of a large number, or what.
I considered to be a large number, of hours of Educ~tion,
10 out of 34, which is considerably more than ~hat is
required in percentages for a Bachelor deg1:e~ in. the
College of Education or at least for certification to
teach. To be certified for teaching one needs to ~ake
about one-fifth of his work in education. S? my first
amendment is
·
in place of item 7--that
it should read: urhe candidate shall not be required to
~ake more courses in Education t~an :re needed to teach
in the public schools of New Mexico .

'

.

. .~
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In regard to the other objection of Dr. Ivins· namely
it is being administered by the College of Education I •
grant that, but 1 do think if the College of Educati~n
should consider its - position it would certainly not want
to appeal to that point in order to obstruct the candidate from a sufficiency in his scientific training.
The second thing I want to discuss as was pointed out
by one of the previous speakers is that it is possible
for the candidate to get a very large number of hours below the 100 level. If you add up the hours below the 50
level there are 22 which are admissible for him and I see
nothing to prevent him from getting 22 hours in courses
below the graduate level.
M.8Af3ER But the proposal states that no more than 8
semester hours of credit in courses numbered below 50
shall be accepted.
MARTIN Oh. I am sorry. For a Bachelor's degree the
number of hours at the level of 50 or above which are required is at least 30 in mathematics which is the most
lenient in that respect and in physics and chemistry
there are a larger number of hours required at the level
of 50 or above for a major.
Now. unless it is a Bachelor of Arts in Chemistry
~hat is what is required. The Bachelor of Arts in Chemistry requires 20 hours.
Consequently I think we ought to have standards
which are not so 1 much below the standards for a major
for a Bachelor of Science in this Master of Science Degree. It seems to me it is not entirely unreasonable
to have standards at least as high for the Master of
Science Degree as are required for the Bachelor of Science Degree. so my second motion which I want to make
now will be that the candidate be required to take 30
hours in courses numbered 50 or above chosen in any combination from the departments of physics, mathematics,
or chemistry.
My third proposal is this. referring to item.number
4 on page 3 which says foreign language preparation shall
not be required. I am just terribly disturbed by th~ fact
that we approve degree after degree without any foreign
languages required
1 think that a very large part of the
time of the Faculty and a very large part of_t~e budget of
the English Department is devoted to the training of new
people in English I. I wish somebody would make a study
as to how many or what percentage of the students from
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high school are required to take English I . I think it
wo~ld ~every interesting. You see, the University is
using its funds and resources to do this work that should
be done down at the 8th and 9th grade level and if the
student had taken foreign language then he ~ould know what
the wor~s are or at least he would be more likely to . I
would like to make the further requirement then that number 4 be replaced by a reading knowledge of at least one
foreign language to be required.
Now my first motion is I move the following amendment
that item 7 on page 3 be replaced by the following words:
"The candidate shall not be re~ired to take more courses
than are needed for him to teach in the secondary schools
of New Mexico ."
iICKER

I second the motion.

RIED The amendment has been seconded.
discussion?

Is there any

TRAVELSTEAD The College of Education did not initiate
this effort. The College of Education has joined in this
program in good faith with representatives of these other
~epartments in trying to improve this situation. I think
i~ has been described very ably by Dr. Smith and by Dr .
Riebsomer. When we consider throwing out this amendment
we must consider the alternatives. We are now faced with
these persons taking the alternative which has been described for us so well. We in the Co~lege of Education
~hink they do not need the amount of work they are taking
in education or at least spme of them are taking . Many
of them are taking 32 hours of educ~tion. T~is is not
as w~ require. It is not as we desire •. It is.not a~
we wish whatsoever. we have time and time again advised
~ersons in subject matter areas to build themselves ~p
in that subject matter area. It has already been pointed
out that this has been difficult in many cases and almost
impossible in other cases. We in the College of Educa:
tion are willing to make considerable progress along with
these departments concerned and to have these people
better prepared th ~n they are •
. Now, we must remember that the alternative is a continuation of what we are now seeing these.teachers do.
unless we solve some of these problems which a~e now in
our hands. r think this matter of the professiona~ education is a relative matter, Dr. Martin . A person might
have 24 hours of Education and then at the gradua~e level
have 32 hours which is a total of 56-hours. I t~ink that
is too much in education courses. If chemistry is what
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they need and they do not have it, why say to them that
they have to start with Chemistry 162 knowing full well
that he cannot start with Chemistry 1621
I think Mr. Parish's point or Dr. Scholes' point on
the ills of the past is part of the problem. But I would
like to point out however that the major problem. this
part right here before us now is not necessarily a result
of the ills of the past.
e are thinking here not about
a person who had a major at the University of New Mexico
for example in biology. And I might add that last year
there were twice as many biology degrees granted as there
were jobs and at the same time chemistry and physics
were going begging . This student goes to the school as
a major in biology with the proper professional education
requirements. He teaches two courses in biology . The
school asks him to teach two courses in general science.
Surveys indicate that 68 per cent of the general science
course is physics. so we find this Biology 1 teacher
teaching general science. Therefore what we are trying
to do is not to bow to the dictates of the employers but
we are trying to improve a situation by saying if this
person is going to teach science in one of these high
schools we may have to make a hugh step forward. If he
is going to have to teach general science we can help
him with two or three courses in chemistry and in physics
and we can help make much better teachers of science.
As a matter of fact. many people who have studied this
problem find that this is the bottle neck at the general
science level. It is the place where.the doors a:e c~osed
:ather than opened to the field of science. I m~inta 7n
if we fail to pass this kind of effort we are.going right
back to what was in existence before we came into the
room and I dare say whether we feel it is advisable or
not many people will continue to get one-hal~ or threefourths of their work in professional education.
e
are merely talking here now about making progress towards
something beyond where we are now.
ICKER Point of order. I am very happy to hear Dean
Travelstead's views, although if this means what ~ea~
Travelstead says I would like to know why the devil it
doesn't say so. we must confine.our debate to the amendment or we will be here all evening.
MARTIN It seems to me that everything Dean Travelstead said is in strong support of all of the amendments
I have made.
VERNON If a student entering this program has 40.
hours of education under rule 7 as it stands now he will
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have to take 10 hours more. It would seem we should
change the word "less" to the word "more". Here he is
required to take at least 10. If he has 28 then he will
wind up with 38. If he has 40 he will end up with 50.
TRAVELSTEAD In answer to this I still say that probably a part of this, at least two or three hours of this
will be a seminar conducted jointly. We could just as
well have called it a seminar in teaching science represented by the Science Department and the College of Education jointly. When you take into consideration the
student teaching. even some person who may have had some
student teaching years ago, if he is increasing his science knowledge now, he has a chance to apply this in a
local school and it will be helpful. It is not 10 hour.
it is more nearly 5 or 6 hours. We think the persons
coming back here will have 18 to 20 hours of professional
education rather than the number you indicated, as a
matter of fact.
VERNON I just wonder about those who have more, Dean
Travelstead.
TRAVELSTEAD They may have 24 in their undergraduate
program. Most of these people coming now have 18 or so.
I wouldn't be unwilling to consider some change of that
wording. Dr. Ivins might like to comment on that s:nce
it is in his department.
RIED

I would like to recognize first Dr . Longhurst.

LCNG-IURST Dean Travelstead, since yoursuggested 10
semester hours is predicated on rather certain knowledge
that people coming into the program have completed 18
hours already and this would bring them up to the total
of 28, which I consider to be desirable, would you be
willing--and 1 can not guarantee what Martin will do-would you be willing to iicept an amendment if Dr. ~artin will revise his amendment to this effect: "Every
student shall complete sufficient course work in education to bring his total of graduate work and undergraduate
work in courses in education up to 20 hours."?
IVINS r think there is something more involved in
the number of hours here. It would be P?ssi~le so~eone
w~uld come into the program from an institution.whic~ I
will not name an institution other than the University
of New Mexico: r promise you, with ~s much as 40 hours of
education. I said to my friend behind here a momen~ ago
that a few in that situation would probably need this.lo
hours as an antidote. That was facetious, but.there is
a little germ of truth in it. I do want to point out

I

'
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that I don't insist on this business of whether we are
giving a degree gives us a right to have some of our discipline represented but I would like to point out that
if you wish to compare, this debate seems to be revolving about how much should be given at the undergraduate
level and here we are talking about a proposal at the
graduate level. I don't think we would worry about a
history s~udent if as much as 40 or 42 hours of history
were considered. Furthermore, we went into this project
in the manner which Dean Travelstead has indicated wh i ch
is an attitude of sincerity and a desire to co-operate.
I think Dr. Riebsomer will verify the fact that we did
discuss around the table whether or not education had
anything to contribute to the preparation of these pe ople going back into their teaching and I think there was
a general agreement around that table that education did
have something to contribute and we could not be any more
specific about the outlines that we might plan than the
physics people could be. We did go as far as to suggest
a seminar.
e also went as far as the Dean has indica t ed
as to suggest situations in which there might be very
special occasions where additional professional education is needed. I think it is advisable and I have had
in my mind and other members of the department I am sur
have that when the time comes for this program, if it is
accepted, that we will think about what we will offer
in this 10 hours of education.
LONGHURST Dean Travelstead, do I gather from Dr.
Ivins• talk just now that the answer to my question is
no?

•

TRAVELSTEAD I think Dr. Ivins was speaking just as
an individual finding it difficult to speak for the whol e
college. I would not attempt to state a view whic~ represents the view of the whole college.
e have discussed
this proposal in the College of Education and voted on
it. I think it is not unreasonable, Professor Longhurs t ,
to say that there might be a reasonable limit-:it certainly doesn't make sense to have one person with 24
hours and another person with 18 hours and.add ~O on to
each. However, before I would agree to this point on a
change in hours, I would prefer t~at the whole program
be considered further by the committee and by the depart ments concerned
This involves a part of the program.
that I would rather not answer. This is a rather pertinent point.
RIEBSClv\ER Mr. Chairman. this whole matte~ was discussed by the committee very carefully. I think the
College of Education is not being unreasonable. If I
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recall correctly the normal plan II in Education is about
32 hours instead of 34. So that takes away from this 10
hours and brings it back to about 8 if you want to look
at it that way. Dr. Martin.
Secondly, ?f those 8 hours. 3, it has been explained
two or three times here. are to be a seminar in which
the membe~s of the Sc~e~ce Department and the College
of Education all participate. So, in effect we are
really saying that there are 5 hours in one ;ense or
roughly one-sixth of the normal master's program in education. I think it is not an unreasonable position and
I would say that I would like to see the amendment voted
down .
DEAN WYNN I think a few facts for the record would
be helpful. The idea of such a degree as this did not
originate in the College of Education. It originated
in the ,,g'cience Eiepartments of the College of Arts and
Sciences because. frankly, we missed two deadlines on
our National Science Foundation grants for the academic
year institutes for the retraining and better training
of high school science teachers. or teachers in scienc
and mathematics . I myself have examined recently seventeen brochures of the caliber of North Carolina, tanford.
California, Northwestern, and Harvard; and such academic
year institutes for the retraining of science and m thematics teachers are offered and one of their requirement
~s th~t the year's program leads to a degree. Almost
invariably I believe this degree is in a College of ducation. I hope I don't sound like a snooty Arts nd ci
ence Dean when I think this is where it belongs because
the retraining of high school teachers already in teaching seems to be more properly a function of school~ of
pedagogy than a function of Schools of Arts and Science.
I would like to say that you can cut my throat and han
and quarter me at dawn tomorrow before I would vote.for
anything granting credit towards a master's degree 1~
chemistry or physics or mathematics in the regul: Liberal Arts courses but I think the purpose for which
this was designed'may be perfectly all right and makes
perfectly good sense. The degree belongs in the College
of Education and r think the proposal takes us fro~ no
subject matter in science to at least 28 hours of it or
~4 . 1 think it is a tremendous stride forward for subJect matter in the retraining of high school te~chers.
and I am a little surprised sometimes at the.height t?
which we hold our standards.
e won't be doing anythin
unique in passing such a proposal as thi~. I ha~e s~en
seventeen brochures announcing an academic year insti:
tute for 1958 and 59 which gives programs v ry much like
i
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this. I can't say that they all give 10 hours in education, but they give somewhere between 6 and 12. I don't
think there is anything unusual about the hours being 10
in education. As Dr . Riebsomer said, we have cut it in
effect by two by, keeping the total 32 instead of 34 and
we have this joint seminar conducted by the Science Department and the College of Education leaving somewhere near
5 hours of professional education in the degree . 1 think
we are just splitting hairs here.
1

MEMBER

Question on the amendment.

HUBERT Dean ynn, would you say the National Science
Foundation grants were contingent upon the program leading to the master degree?
YNN

Yes.

MARTIN I would like to point out that the force of
my first two amendments taken together would certainly
not prevent the student from taking hours in education
providing he had a very small modicum of training in
these sciences. I am asking that he have a total of 30
hours in any combination of those sciences at the level
of 50 or above, which is much less than the Bachelor's
Degree in Physics or in Chemistry and the same as the .
Bachelor's Degree in Mathematics . Then if he has sufficient training in these basic crucial disciplines and it
is not inadequate, then he may spend as much tim~ as he
wan~s taking educational courses. but I don't.think 7ducational courses should prevent him from getting training in these basic disciplines.
RIEBS0v1ER Mr . Chairman , I think some of Dr . Martin's
remarks are out of order. I suggest we vote on the amendment .
MEMBER

t:oestion.

RIED Those in favor of the amendment made by Dr .
Martin signify by saying "aye."
MEMBER

Let us hear the motion first.

MARTIN The amendment is that we replace it 7m 7 on
page 3 with the following statement: "The ~andidate.
shall not be required to take more courses in edu~ation
than are needed for him to be certified to teach in the
secondary schools of New Mexico ."
RIED

Those in favor of the amendment as so stated

..
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signify by saying

11

aye.

11

Opposed "no."

WICKER

I move that we adjourn.

MEMBER

I second the motion.

The no's h v

RIED Those in favor of the motion to adjou n
by saying "aye." Opposed? The motion is carried.

it.

n

y

Adjournment, 6:00 p. m.

Respectfully su

~

d,

/U .
John N.
rrie,
Secretary of th

F cl
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Amendments to the Constitution of the Associated students of
the University of New Mexico -- 1958

The following amendments have been adopted by the Student Senate
and a~proved by the vote of two- thirds of the students voting in
elections on rarch 31, 1958 (Amendment 1) and April JO 1958
(Amendments 2, 3 4 , and 5). They are submitted fo r the approval
of the Voting Faculty , the President, and the Regents .
AHEHDi\filrT 1 .
Article IV, Section 3, Paragraphs (b) and (c) shall be
amended by substitution as follows:
(b) An A~stralian Open Ballot shall be used in electing
the Student Council, which shall consist of the Student
Body President , the Student Body Vice President, and eleven
c?uncilmen. Each party may provide no more than one candidate for Student Body President and one candidate for
Student Body Vice President in addition to eleven candidates
for councilmen. The candidates will be listed in random
order to be determined by the Student Court with no party
affiliations attached. The bottom five (5) candidates will
~e rotated to the top every one hundred (100) ballot s or
in the event that voting machines are used, the order will
be alternated on the different machines. Each elector shall
vote for no more than eleven councilmen with a single cross
(X) or check-mark ( V) for each vote.
Cc) The Student Court shall be responsible for a proper
casting of ballots for a true court of votes, and for
publishing officia1 election results . 'l'he eleven candidates
for councilmen with the highest number of vot~s shall ?e
elected. All ties shall be decided by a special election.
The amended sections formerly read as follows :
(b)

A Preferential Ballot shall be used in electing members
the Student Council. A Preferential Ballot sha~l be defined as follows: Each voter shall cast his vote in_o~der
of numerical preference for nominees for as many positions
as are specified by this Constitution. _The Stu?ent court
~hall use a reverse order point system in counting the ~allots .
The positions on the Council shall be filled by descending
order of total points until all positions are filled.
0~

(c) The student Body President and student Body Vice Pres ident
shall be elected separately ~y Australian Ballot .
AMENDMENT 2.

Article III Section 7, Paragraph (b) shall be amended by
substitutio~ as follows:
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(b) Legislation may be removed from the statute books by
(1) a majority vote of the Student Senate subject to the
app roval of the Student Body President (in'case of a veto
a two- thirds (2/3) majority of the Student Senate will be'
r eijuir ed to over- ride the veto); or (2) by a referendum
election requested by the petition of ten (10) per cent of
the Associated Stwents. An affirmative vote by two- thirds
(2/3) of those members of the Associat~d Students voting in
the referendum election shall be sufficient to remove such
legislation.
The amended paragraph formerly read as follows:

(b) Legislation may be removed from the statute books by
petition of a majority of the Associated Students or by a
r eferendum election requested by the petition of 10% of t he
Associated Students . A petition signed by a majority of
the Associated Students shall also be considered sufficient
t? enact a law, and such petition shall become law upon
signature by the President of the Student Body .
AMENDMENT

3.

Article IV, Section 8, Paragraph (d) shall be amended by
substitution to read as follows:
(d) The function of formulating the policies for the
operation of the New Mexico Union shall be vested in the
Board of the New Mexico Union. The Board shall be composed
of twelve voting members and the Director of the Union,who
shall be an ex- officio member without vote . Seven of the
voting members shall be students as follows: The Student
Body President and Vice President; the President of the
Associated Women Students· the Chairman of the Board; the
Chairman and Vice Chairma~ of the Union Directorate; and one.
othe r student member . The latter four student~ shal~ be subJect
to annual appointment by the Student Body President in the
manner stipulated by the Constitution. No member of the Board
may be employed by the Union,although prior employment shall
not be a deterrent to appointment .

The amended paragraph formerly read as follows :
(d) The function of supervising the use and_maintenance
of Student Union facilities shall be vested in the Student
Union Committee to be composed of a chairman and four
~dditional student members, one faculty member, and two
ersonnel Deans .
AMENDMENT

4.

!he following Paragr aph shall be added to Article IV,
::iection 8 :
- 2-
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(g) The function of determing the nature and extent of
the program of the New Mexico Union will be vested in the
Uni?n Dire~torate: The Directorate shall be composed of a
cha1rman,v1ce-cha1rman, and other members as authorized by
its charter.
Jd4ENDMENT

5.

Article V, Section 6, shall be amended by substitution to
read as follows:
The Student Standards Committee shall be the highest court
of appeal for matters involving the individual infraction
of laws and regulations of the student community; it may
also have original jurisdiction over any such matter referred
to it. Any student who feels that he has been unjustly dealt
with by any inferior judicial body or official of the University has the right of appeal to this committee. The
committee shall be composed of (1) four student members
appointed by the Student Body President with the advice and
concurrence of the Student Council and the approval of the
Student Senate and (2) four faculty members to be nominated
by the Policy Committee of the University Faculty,subject to
consultation with the President of the University and confirmation by the Voting Faculty. The terms of the members
shall be one year.
Decisions of the Student Standards Committee may be appealed
only to the President of the University. In the event of the
failure of the committee to reach a decision, the case shall
be certified to the President of the University for adjuG~cation.
The amended section formerly read as f o11 ows:

The ~unction of hearing and deciding cases involving individ:
ual infraction of laws and regulations of the.student community
shall be vested in the Student Standards Committee to be composed of (1) four student members appointed by the Student
Body President with the advice and concurrence of the Student
Council and the approval of the stui ent ser:iate and. (2) four
faculty members to be nominated by the Pol1c~ C0 ID1:1 1ttee of
the University Faculty subject to consultation with the
President of the Unive~sity and confirmation by the Voting
Faculty. The terms of members of the committe~ shall be one
Year. Decisions of the Student Standards Committee may be
appealed only to the President of the University. 11: the
event of the failure of the committee to reach a dec1s~on, .
ca~e shall be certified to the President of the University
r adJudication.

i~e
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May 5, 1958
To

Members of the University Faculty:

Following is the list of standing committees of the
University Faculty for the year -1958-59 as approved Jointly
by the President, Vice President, and the Policy Committee.
Participation in committee work is a right and duty of
individuals of all ranks, and faculty members who accept
committee membership are expected to take an active part in
the work of the committee or committees to which they are
assigned.
STANDING COMMITTEES OF THE UNIVERSITY FACULTY
Policy Committee
Members elected by College Faculties and the Graduate
Committee:

6

Arts & Sciences - .tpe ee el:.ee +,e~. £re ha.~:f- ( /1Sf-J"'/)
Business Administration - Mori (1958-60)
Education - Stephenson (1957-59)
Engineering - Huzarski (1958-60 )
Fine Arts - Snapp (1958-59, I ) , Miller (1958-59, II )
Graduate Committee - To be elected.
Law - Seed (1958-60)
Nursing - Pederson (1957-59)
Pharmacy - Baker (1957-59)
Members-at-large elected by the Voting Faculty:

~t~~e~f~

APme ~e be e l e e~ efi (1958-59 ) ,

Hill (1958-60), Ivins (1957-59 )
Administrative Committee
Popejoy, Castetter, Cataline, Clauve, Durrie, Farris,
Huber, D.O. Kelley, King, MacGregor, Mathany, Perovich,
.
Ried, s.E. Smith, Sorrell, stein, Travelstead, Walker, wynn,
Dean of the College of Law, Chairman of the Policy
Committee.
Members elected by the Voting Faculty:
~aas (1957-60), MacCurdy (1956-59), Trowbridge (l95B- 6 l)
~demic Freedom and Tenure
Members elected by the Voting Faculty:
1opes, Gentry, Jorri n, Parish, Vernon, Keller (alternate) .
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Athletic Council
Daub, Bailey, Brown, Mori, Seed, Seidler, Whan.
Ex officio: McDavid.
Building
Helmerich, Johnson, Lewis, Mallary, May, Schlegel
Schroeder. Ex officio: Durrie, Fifield, Perovich.
Campus Improvement
Dittmer, Cline, Cobos, May, I.McMurray, Mil l iken,
Schoenfeld. Ex officio: Fifield, Owen, Perovich.
Three student members.
Cultural Program
S.E. Smith, Batcheller, Gourier, Rauhof, Snapp, Snow.
Eight student members.
Curricula
Castetter, J.S. Duncan, Evans, Grace, Kahn, V.C. Kelley ,
Keppers, Kolodner, Lieuwen, Paak, Vernon.
!_ntrance and Credits
MacGregor, Cataline, deVos, Farris, Huber, King, Nason,
Riebsomer, Ried, Schoggen, Simons, Sorrell, Stein,
Travelstead, Wellck, Wynn; Dean of the College of Law .
Kxtension, Summer Session, and Community Services
~ , Alexander, Eubank, MacGregor, Reva, Rhoads, Runge,
Taylor, Ulibarri . Ex officio: Lalicker, McMichael,
Perovich.
Q,raduate

-

Castetter, Adams, Dubois, Moore, Petty, Regener, Tedlock,
Walter, Welch; representative from off-campus center.
Honors
~
R~senzweig, Freedman, Kluckhohn, Longhurst, Moore,
Timmerman.
11_brar_x
fastle, Basehart Burl ey, Fitzsimmons, Gordon, Jensen,
Maccurcty, Mayer-Kalkschmidt, Melloh, Poldervaart, Sasaki .
!_x officio: D.O. Kelley .
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Publications
Northrop, Baughman, Dabney, Findley, Hlll, Judah, McKenzie,
Scholes, Tatschl. Ex officio: Dickey, Durrie, Raymond .
Registration
Koster, Gafford, Irion, McRae, Mitchell, Richards,
D.M. Smith. Ex officio: MacGregor, Perovich.
Retirement and Insurance
R.M. Duncan, Clark , Durrie, Edgel, Finston, Hendrickson ,
Perovich, Wollman.
Scholarships and Prizes
Wicker, DeJongh, F. Ellis, Schoenfeld, Walden .
Ex officio: Clauve, Mathany; representatives from
Student Affairs and Fund Development.
Student Affairs
S.E. Smith, Anderson, Keleher, Mcclary , McGill , Ulibarri.
Five student members.
~tudent Publications Board
Huber, Peterson, Reeve, St. Onge.
Five student members.

Ex officio :

Jermain .

Student Standards

A"'T;t,4 u.se~,
Crowell ,A He/e"Ellis, Weihofen, ~iRM.
Q._niversi ty Research

Nec.,u,,,,
1
u
c19N/I)
~

Four student members .

Ll""'I
f1 JI

1ouR;z11:1•r:1caa.i11:;.
~ ' astonguay, Haas,/\ Leav1-t t , ·.l't•
·-··,: Norman , Ru s s e 11 ,
D.F. Smith. Ex officio: Castetter, Walker .
,D .,Q

Q..niversity United Fund Drive
elen
Ried, Ancona, Angel, Dean, Hg Ellis,.Gilbert, Yell.
Ex officio: Jacobson, Lalicker, McMichael.
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TC: uenn S . l· . Cc...stcttcr,
Cb.li r :;ian oi C-r 2d ua t e Co~·!.r,li t tc e

Stuart 1-\. . F orthrop
SUBJECT : Doctoral Progran in Geology
FRON:

1.

lTEED .

'!lus ~hief justific2.tion for a doctoral progrc.:.n in Geology is
tl12.t l t will strengthen both our master ' s s.nd bachelor I s pro~.r ams .
Onl~.; sli~htly l es s co 2,ent res.sons are:

.
a . Pe~ .IBxico hes a wealth of diverse ~eoloLic features and
~s wel~ r Gcog:iiz ed to be a ns.tural laboratory for :·.1any of the
, eolo,:i c al sciences .

b • For ~nany ye c,rs i'Tew 11exico uas primaril;,r a me tal-,.1inin._,
state; inetals ~)redo:,.1inateu over fuels anu non -:.·,1e tals . In recent
rears , hmrnvcr~ oil, 1:.. as , and p otash have beco:i-,1e increasin[,ly
important .
Production of oil and gas be ;::,an in the earlv 1920 1 s
and be ca.me important in the 1930 , s .
Procluc tion of pots.s~1. beisan in
1931. Uraniuri1 ores were discovered in 1950 and p roduction be&;an in
u sr,iall wa-;/ in 1952 •

.t

lieH :i'lexi co I s mine ral resourc es are beco~,1inu increas in'--'l y 1ore
al in the State's econor.ry . For exar,iple, the all - time V£:.lue o1
~roduction throu gh 1940 ar.1ountecl to little more than one billion
ollars • It is not 0 ene rally known that in the next sevente en
~ears , l 91..µ -1957, the value of Droduc tion e;~ceeded four billion
aollars , mak inG an all - time tot~l of about \5 , 300,000 , 000 .
Vl

I

c . Althou;_:_,L geolo ;_y does not a t tract research r,,ro.nts from
t'ustry , foundations , anc other sources to the extent that some
~ ner fields do , geolo cy deDartrnents with n C:.octoral p ro s rar.:. are
0
1:,than
Uch Ii10 re 1 ikely
·
'
' 1 2.rs_lips
h •
to attract
both research 6ran t s an d SCJ.l.O
those without one .
ind

I

d.
Geolo r,· ic education is 1novinr westward . Maps have been
0
Pre
nn.r
d
·
is 8 , • e . showin( that the center of 0 ravi ty of 0 eo 1 ogi·1 c e d uca t ion
tinL ranidl v westward
Already , more bachelor s de u:.....,ees am.~
rnore n1f
ria as t er t s de
· 0rees
.,
· '·Y are being
·
.
in
reolo
gran t e d wes t Of the 1•1• s S
lSsip""' 1• t
u
u
han e~st of it .
~
l.)

l.)

e • . ?_or_ ~everal years til.e .0e p~_r_ti,1!3_?_t_ 9! ~_eo'}-_o/;,;T_ h_?-_S_f~~ :.~9.!~
1
ot1~ei"' ~~pa1, tme:r:it . in the . Coll ec',e 0..L 1~r~~
·t·i- :S.9ience s
:filurthe·r iioi--e- in June 1956, only seveiiteen sc Eools in
1
•
'
·
,- t 1'·1an
'
U1e ·-Un·i --c---t
ed- States
s ranted r,1
ore bachelor
' s d e :;,ree s in
Ge o 1 o L.,.
1
tha~1
AnC. only tuenty - two schools &ranted more m2,s t er s in e,e oloL.)

fra

ana.?-~~-~-!1i{ _s~:n-~9rs tl1ai1." ·an:'Y

't/·-.

• l: .

11 .

f • In June , 1956 a total of 45 sci.1ools in t l1e uni t e 1~ Stat(; s
t r-an ted
· ,, 6 olO '· Y. 0f t.1 1e se L~5
scn.00
a total of l~.9 doctor's &e __ rees u1 o
o
.
30 ls, only 15 granted 4 or 1,1ore doctor ' s degrees . Of th€ r e.-w.1111Il[
school
h 10 , ranted 2 c~e grees ea ch ;
and 13 .. s , 7 :.r2.nted 3 de g rees eac ;
·-·
ti 1 number of candi uranted 1 de~Jree each . Thus , the Doten a
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~ates 1s not likel J to be
the state universities of
Utal., and ~Jyor.1ing are now
the university of Arizona
that has averased 1 Ph.D.

lari e. However it should be noted tha t
Arizona, Colorado, I(ansas, 01:l ahoma , Texas ,
all of ferin2, the Ph.D. in .se olo gy . In fact,
is one of very few schools in t he cou ntr,r
in t eolog~r per year for the last 20 years .

Frm;1 a preliminary national survey made in the s -pring of 1 957,
i t appeared that in the United States there would be a 29- rye r c e n t

i ncrease in the number of senior ge olo r, ~.r majors, a L!.3-percent i ncrease
in r.iaster 1 s c a.ndidates, and an increase of possibly 22 perce n t in
docto1"al candidates.

g.

I rrL.,1 ediately followin g World War II, t he demand f or geol ogists

wc.s so creat that many of our graduates obtained joba with onl y a

bachelor's degree.
In the last three years, a r,1aster's de .:.,r ee has
been beco:;iling i,1ore i rlportant, an.c'. there are now indications t hat a
~h :D· will be :?I'erequisi te for certain types oi employment in both
inc.ustry arid c ove rnment, as well as in teaching.

h. It is estimated that about 40c geolog ists a r e n ow workin~
in ifow Lexico and t h at of t:is se about JO have the Ph. 0 , de ~r ee . All
of t hese 30 obtained t h eir de ' rees from out-of-stat e sch ool s ,
Over
the year s, U. N. :~ . graduates t..have gone to such sc h ools a s University
?f ?alifornia, .Jerl::eley, u. c. L. A., u. C. Scripps Inst. Oc ea1;ot;ra_ / ,
U. i:::i . C., Calif. Inst. ·r ec ll ., h arvarci, Indiana, LJt ah , and w,ro;-,:inf:> ,
We are cu:cre n tl ~r losin::_, good students to ot11er schools.
'.le estimat e t hat there :,1-ay be three or four Ph.D. c andidates
~e r ye ar in the first few y ears of the pro gram.

-S'rLFF.
---·

2.

present staff of the De ~artment of Geolo gy includes the
f 011 OiJT~e
in, •
u •

R. Y. Anderson, JII .s., University of Arizona;_ all course wo r r for
tl:e Ph .D. completed at Stanford University• At U• N• II . s i n ce 1 956 .
ii cropaleontolo gy ru.1.d palynology.

195 W. E. Elston, Ph.D., Columbia liniversity .

7.

s·

At U. 1: . M. s ince

Volcanolo ~y and ore genesis.
J, P. Fitzsii71..· ons

lnce 1949.

_,rap~-:y.

:tre.t t . A. _ ~:·orthrop, Ph.:U., Yale Univers ~ ty.

At

u.

1. ,
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iLLl,.,.S Of SPECIALIZATIOr .

----- ----

-~---~~- --

It seems l ike l7 that researc~.,_ at the doctoral level r,1ay fall
into one of the three followin:. areas of S:; ecialization:

1_. .

_t~sional geolo 0 · , and tectonic ._;eology .
u i neralosy , petrolo~y , and economic 6eology .
C. Invertebrate paleontolocy , sedimentolo ~,y , and str ati . .ra:~Jhy .

ll .

!h~re are several other branches of the beological sc iences
to 11lncn we are not likely to aspire for many years .

P.~OPOSAL FOR DOCTOJ..AL PrlGGJ.AI1 D ." G~OL OGY

All req·..1-ire;:,1ents st c.ted in the Crraduat e .,Julletin for t . .ie Ph . J .
desree shall be adhered to or e:,~ceeded as noted below .

2,

P.:1.;.::JEQUISITES .

A c.raduate student who elects [•,eology as a ma,1or ::mb.iect for
an advanced de; _ree (I-1 . S . or Ph . D. ) must have had 40 se me ster hours
~f ~nderr,raduate work in ge olory or the equivalent .
In ac.~di.tion,
1
e i , 1:1s t have had general ch emis tr-y , eith er general biolop:~r or general
physics , engineering drawing college algebra, and t riBonometry . l
course in
· surveying is strongly
'
recmlli,1ended .

3. COu:qsE .:.IBQ,UIREHENTS .
be

The 1;1ini mv.m amount of work in course for the Ph . D. shall
semester hours beyond t h e bachelor! s de[;.ree or 2L!- hours be"'rond
.1e master t s de [:;re e •
J

t'· l

8a .

b . Normally, a aeology iiiaJ·or would require but a sin.·,le _nnor .
T,_,
ill s
•
.
b
•
t
t
rai
..nnor micht be chemistrv if the student were in eres ea in
i/eralo~ '/ or petrolo: v ; it r,;.ight be biolo_s:r if the student were .
. terested in paleont~J..ogv or strati graphy . On the other 1:and,. the
:unor ~·.1igl1t be ubysic s ' ;:,la thematics' or sor.1e branch of engineering,
d~ch as ci Vil or i,1e cbanical ' or a combination of courses from several
Parb.,1ents •
1

4,

•

Q.UALIFYn~·a EXAi1IiJATI0i~·.

o 1-i;ach student will be requiped to tal~e a qualii¥inG__ 8 ~~·lin~tion v
·t
d i~
1 d ·· of the field . . Thi s e..l\.a:..n11ation
:n:a~
be test his ab·1
l. l. ,y an
s;..nOW 8 · e
f
· th
th
f· oral or written" or both and mav be r;· i ven at the end O : 1 • er . e
lrst s ..
·
c.. . d
t
r k at the Universi t
of ..i
~ .. nester or second semester of e ra ua e wo ~,
nf
d,
Wit~·e\J ue.xico •
( This qualif yi n r examinat ion shoulo. not be co usef
n the
'.'
h " h · given on conrnl e tion o
30 hou; comprehensive exa.;.nina.tion, w ic is
s of graduate work . )
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Ul'J IVERS !TY

OF NEV7 MEXICO
Graduate School

To:

All Members of the Faculty

From:

Ed\·12.rd F. Castetter, Dean

Subject: Proposed degree:
o.E Science

Master of Science in T8Qching

Early in J~nuary of this ye2-r I discussed with De vn
Travelstec1d and Dean h'ynn on several occasions the::. possibilit}
of c. new master's degree progrc1.m which would be of particular
benefit to junior and senior high school teachers of science
and mathematics. As a result of these discussions I
appointee. 2. cornmi ttee to study this matter further and to
design such a degree program if the various departments concernE?d deemed it wise to do so. The members of this commi tteE
were:
Dr.
Dr,
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

J. L. Riebsomer (Chemistry), Chairman
,1ohn Breiland (Physics)
Howard Dittmer (Biology)
Morris Hendrickson (Mathemc1tics)
Wilson Ivins (Secondary Education)
Stuart Northrop (Geology)
Chester Travelstead (College of Education)

Need for the Degree
This committee first agreed that there is an urgent need
for such a degree. This need was described by the committee
as follows:
"The presence of teachers of science and mathematics in-public high schools who have inadeau~te
preparation in these subject fields has been well
documented. Minimal or inadequate preparation of
many of these same teachers in the field of professional education h2s been observed also. Furth~rrnore an insufficient enrollment of undergra.duates in
preparation for teaching in science and mathematics
has been noted and described as a contributory cause
of the first two facts noted.
In view of these f2cts the committee has decided that a new program is needed to make possible

improvement of the prep<1ra.tion of the described
teachers of science and mathematics and such
non-teaching college graduates as are able to
meet the cualifications for entrance into the
proposed program. successful completion of the
program would aualify a person to receive the
degree, ' Master of Science in Teaching of Science'.'
Reauirements for the Degree

v

Th~ committee then set proposed rer.ru irements for the
degree as described below and recommended that the- Graduate
Committee opprove this program.
After due c~~liberation th e Graduate committee chd
approve this proposec1. degree program c1nd hereby recorru11ends
it to the gener2l faculty.
Re0uirements
1.

Every student entering the program sha.11 have~
(a)

Complet~d a b2-ccalaureate degree program; and

(b) ~ompleted in undergraduate status a substantial
a.mount of course work ( a standard college major or
approximate eauivalent) in one or more of the natural
~ciences or in mathematics~ (Students p~esenting an
inadeouate amount of science or mathematics shall be
decla~ed to have a deficiency which shall be removed
prior to entrance into the program in the manner prescribed by his adviser; and
(c)
Completed a satisfactory amount of course work
in humanities, social science, and other recognized
areas of general education, comparable in nature and
amount to that required in the undergraduate programs
c1.t the University of New Mexico. (Deficiencies in
these areas must be removed as in (b) above; and
(d) Completed a minimum of 18 semester hours of
course work in professional education.

2.
The degree shall re0uire a minimum of 34 semester hours
of acceptable course work beyond the baccalaureate degree.
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3.

The degree shall, like the present Plan II degree program,
require no thesis.
4.

Foreign language preparation shall not be required.

5.
Not less than 24 semester hours of the course work shall
be in courses in astronomy, biology, chemistry, geology,
mathematics, and physics.
5.
Students shall receive graduate credit for courses (not
previously taken in college} in the several departments as
follows :
Astronomy 61 and 62 and approved cours2s with higher
num1::e rs.
Biol~ lL and 2L and approved courses with higher
numbers.
Chemistry lL and 2L and approved courses with higher
numbers.
GeoJo~y 1 and 2 and approved courses with higher numbers .
Mathematics 50 and approved courses with higher numbers.
Physics 153, 154, and 155 and approved courses numbered
100 or above.
Secondary Education 141, 155, 156 and all approved
courses numbered 200 or above.
General Professional Education 101, 102 and approved
courses with higher numbers.
Not more than 8 semester hours of credit in courses numbered below 50 shall be accepted for this degree.

l

Students in this program shall be assigned to special
laboratory sections or be specially instructed in the manner
best suited to their needs in laboratory work.
7Every student shall complete not less than 10 semester
hours of approved course work in professional education.
8·
General administrative and operational control of the
pr .cgram shall be held by the college of Education. An
Advisory conunittee, composed of two representatives from the
College of Education and one each from the departments of
Biology, Chemistry, Physics, Geology, and Mathematic~, s~all
support the policies of advisement implied by the crit~ria

2

enumerated in this proposal and shall make available lists
of approved courses in the several departments to the advisers
of students enrolled in this degree program.
Advisement of the students shall be done by advisers
designated by the Dean of the College of Education. An adviser
shall, with and for the student concerned, work out in consultation with the departments concerned, a proposed program
of study which meets the requirements of this proposal. such
individual programs will become formally established wen
approved by the Advisory Committee described above.
9.
A part of the work required in professional education
shall be a seminar to be planned and carried out jointly by
the College of Education and the various departments of sci nc
and mathematics involved in the program.
This degree program shall be conducted as an experiment
may be discontinued when mutually agreeable to the Collcg
of Education and the various departments of science and mathematics involved .

